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Introduction

21
Using light alcohols in spark-ignition engines can improve energy security, engine 
33
Methanol is very hygroscopic and even purified methanol by distillation will absorb water 34 vapour directly from the atmosphere. Water in methanol will further improve the anti-knock 35 rating. However, it dilutes the calorific value of methanol, and may cause phase separation of 36 methanol-gasoline blends. The water is expected to reduce the burning velocity, the flame 37 2 stability and the flammability range, all of which would be adverse to the performance of the 38 engine.
39
The laminar burning velocity is a fundamental property of fuel for spark ignition engines, 
Computational Simulation
69
The numerical simulations of laminar premised flames were conducted using steady-state, 
81
For energy:
where is the spatial coordinate, T is the temperature, is the constant-pressure heat 83 capacity of the mixture, is the thermal conductivity of the mixture, ̇ is the molar rate of 84 production by chemical reaction of the kth species per unit volume, is the specific 85 enthalpy of the kth species, and is the molecular weight of the kth species.
86
For species:
where is the mass fraction of the kth species and is the diffusion velocity of the kth 88 species.
89
For equation of state:
where ̅ is the mean molecular weight of the mixture and R is the universal gas constant.
91
The computation domain was set from -2 cm to 10 cm to ensure the boundaries sufficiently rise causes an isentropic temperature increase in the unburned gas. Therefore, the burning 
142
The propagation speed of a spherical flame can be derived from the flame radius versus time
143
as below:
where is the radius of the flame recorded by Schlieren imaging.
146
The flame stretch rate can be calculated as
where A is the area of the flame surface.
149
Removing the stretched flame speed data affected by ignition energy and electrodes during The Schlieren imaging data were also used for detecting the cellularity so that the data set for indicates that the San Diego mechanism requires improvement. 
